
Doors & Inspiration

For Cornerstone and Millennia



Our most popular door style fits well into designs from contemporary to traditional. Versions with wider stiles and rails 
(Quattro), a mitered version (Trio), and a mixed-width style (Duet) give the Shaker family even more flexibility.

A classic style
redefined

SHAKER
in Maple

SHAKER CENTER
in Cherry

QUATTRO
in Sapele

TRIO
in Alder

DUET
Solid in Rustic Beech

COR | Shaker in Maple

VALLEY FORGE
in Maple

LYNDEN
in Maple

EQUINOX
in Maple
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Most doors are available in both lines, unless noted with “COR ONLY” or “MIL ONLY.” 

Cover: COR | Lynden in Maple

Shaker Variations

MIL | Duet in Maple

Quattro & Duet

MIL | Quattro & Duet in Beech
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At Canyon Creek, we offer thousands of combinations of door styles, wood species, stain colors and finish enhancements  
to inspire your creativity. With that type of selection, it’s easy to create a room that is a distinct expression of your lifestyle.

Bring your 
dream to life

Trio Valley Forge

With the versatility to work well in contemporary, transitional and 
traditional designs, it’s no wonder that Shaker continues to be one of our 
most popular door styles. 

Our variations on the basic Shaker style make it easy to personalize your 
space while maintaining the clean look Shaker is known for. The simple 
lines and minimal details of the Shaker family work well with many types 
of decor and will not be going out of style anytime soon.
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COR | Trio in Maple

MIL | Valley Forge in Maple

MIL | Valley Forge in Black Walnut
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Shaker

When building new or remodeling an entire house, cabinet selections can add to the cohesive design of the home. In this 
case, Shaker cabinets perfectly fit the Craftsman style of the residence. Thoughtful details include decorative mouldings 
and glass cabinet doors that match the look of the windows and trim.

Whole house 
design
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COR | Shaker in Maple

All: COR | Shaker in Maple



Applied Moulding

MONTICELLO
in Maple

MONTPELIER
in Hickory

WESTLAND
in Cherry

MOUNT VERNON
in Beech

GETTYSBURG
in Maple

SPRINGWOOD
in Alder

COR | Montpelier in Cherry

Lynden & Equinox

With their layers of detail, applied moulding doors are often used in very traditional designs like the kitchen shown here. They also  
pair well with white painted Shaker–create a distressed wood island with applied moulding doors for a worn, antique look.

Refined
style
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As you’ll see throughout these pages, cabinets can improve the look 
and function of every room in the home. Adding a combination of 
smart storage and ample display space allows a room to take on many 
tasks. The child’s room above will easily become a craft room/office/
guest room for the next homeowner, while the office at right could 
quickly convert to a bedroom.

In a tighter space like a closet or pantry, our Canyon Creek Closets Plus 
line of panels, shelves and accessories can be configured to provide the 
precise amount of storage and organization you need.
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Mortise & Tenon

Mortise & Tenon refers to the type of construction found in this family of doors. The vertical “stiles” are joined by horizontal 
“rails” to enclose the center panel. M&T styles are available with a number of different door edge details for a custom look.

Traditional
classics

MIL | Cortina in Maple

CORTINA 
in Maple

CARLSBAD 
in Cherry

CANTERBURY 
in Cherry

CATALINA  
in Maple

GARRISON 
in Maple

KINGSTON SOLID 
in Maple

NORMANDY  
in Beech

EMERSON 
in Maple

ABERDEEN 
in Beech

MONTEREY 
in Black Walnut

RIDGECREST 
in Red Oak

CAPE COD SOLID
in Alder

NANTUCKET  
in Maple
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Canyon Creek offers three levels of shine for topcoats on both stained and painted product. Standard gloss has a reflectivity level at 
around 35%; Matte has roughly 15% reflectively, and Lo-Luster, at just 5%, is nearly flat. All three options are formulated and applied the 
same way, so there is no difference in the durability of each and how the finish will perform in your home.

Gloss  
Levels



Emerson
COR | Emerson in Maple

Windsor

Bamboo is one of the fastest growing plants on earth, and a bamboo forest can be harvested in just three to seven years.  
As a construction material, it is flexible, lightweight and stronger than steel. We offer Bamboo in our Millennia frameless line.

Renewable 
Bamboo

MIL | Windsor in Bamboo

1312



Left to Right:
MGD - Mullion Grid
MGDC - “C” Grid
MGDN - Nine Lite
VT - Vertical 
Mullion top/ 
Panel lower

Left to Right:
MGDH - Half Lite
MGDX - “X” Grid
RFG - Rout for Glass
VTR - Vertical 
Mullion Top/ 
RFG lower

Open for Glass
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COR | Carlsbad in Beech
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Arched & Center

Designed to complement the “square” doors on this page, arched and center variations add a  
high degree of design flexibility. Visit the Door Styles section of canyoncreek.com to see the full 
selection for each door.

 A Touch of
Traditional

BRENTWOOD
in Maple

SHALIMAR
in Hickory

STRATFORD
in Cherry

WINDSOR
in Maple

Brentwood Center in Alder

Shalimar Roman in Red Oak

Brentwood Cathedral in Cherry

Shalimar Shoulder in Maple

Stratford Tudor in Rustic Alder

Windsor Crown in Beech

MIL | Stratford in Rustic Maple
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Drawers & Overlays

The overlay describes how the door of a framed cabinet will look in relation to the face of the cabinet. Traditional and  
Modified styles cover different amounts of the face frame, while Inset styles are recessed into the frame.

What are
“overlays?”

COR | Copenhagen in Rustic Hickory

Overlays

MODIFIED
Larger door overlays 

(conceals) more face frame

INSET
Door and drawer 

fronts are recessed and 
flush with the frame

BEADED INSET
A groove routed into 
the face frame out-
lines the opening

TRADITIONAL
Smaller door allows a 

full 1” of frame to show

Many of our door styles are offered with 
two different drawer front options:

DFMD = Drawer Front Matches Door. That 
means that unless the drawer is very shallow, 
the front panel will have the stiles, rails and 
center panel found on the cabinet doors.

SLAB = flat panels that are finished to match 
the doors, and will have the same edge detail 
as the doors. These fronts typically have a 
horizontal grain direction, and may show quite 
different grain patterns from the doors.

Kennedy in Cherry with a DFMD and Slab option

Cornerstone Doors

ATHENS in Hickory LEGEND in Maple

Legend and Princeton 
may be ordered in 
maple, cherry, alder, 
beech, hickory and 
red oak. Athens also 
includes rustic woods. 

Athens and Legend 
are available in the 
arched styles shown 
on the next page. 

Traditional overlay doors offered exclusively in Cornerstone

PRINCETON in Red Oak

COR | Legend in Red Oak

COR | Athens & Athens Roman in Beech



Mitered
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Since the vertical stiles and horizontal rails meet at a 45° angle, the outer part of a mitered door resembles a picture frame.  
As with picture frames, the inner detail may be quite simple (Norwood) or ornate and elegant (Dakota or Belmont).

The “picture
frame” style

MIL | Newport in Red Oak

GALLOWAY
in Beech

KENNEDY
in Cherry

QUINCY
in Beech

ROANOKE
in Alder

NEWPORT
in Rustic Hickory

NORWOOD
in Maple

LIMOGES
in Maple

DAKOTA
in Maple

PRESCOTT SOLID
in Beech

FALMOUTH
Solid in Rustic Alder

FAIRFAX
in Maple

CONCORD
in Red Oak

COVENTRY
in Maple

HAMPTON
in Sapele

HOUSTON
in Maple

CHATHAM
in Beech

BELVEDERE
in Rustic Maple

BELMONT
in Maple

CHARLESTON
in Cherry
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Many mitered styles complement each other: the outside profiles are the same, and the center panels are either flat  
(recessed) or have a raised detail. Use one type on wall and base cabinets, and the other as an accent on the island.

Matched
pairs



Kennedy & Catalina
MIL | Kennedy in Beech 
           Catalina in Maple
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Inset for Cornerstone

Our Cornerstone line of framed cabinets includes inset 
construction options. With standard Inset, the cabinet 
doors and drawers are recessed (inset) and flush with 
the face frame.
 
Beaded Inset goes a step further, with a small groove 
routed into the face frame to outline the perimeter of 
the door or drawer front.

COR | Norwood Beaded Inset in Cherry & Maple

COR | Houston Inset in Cherry

Neither these images nor the photos on our website can accurately represent the true beauty of stain or paint on wood. Please don’t  
make your final color selection from this book!  We strongly suggest ordering a door sample in the species and finish you’re considering.

Color
Note



Solid Wood & Veneer
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All Canyon Creek stained and painted cabinets are protected with topcoats that meet or exceed industry standards. With 
proper care, your cabinets will retain their beauty for years to come. Visit canyoncreek.com/cabinet-care for complete info.

Caring for  
your cabinets

MIL | Copenhagen in Beech

HANOVER in Cherry Veneer DOVER in Sapele Veneer COPENHAGEN* in Maple HALIFAX in Hickory Veneer
with Hickory Edge

NOVA
in VG Fir Sequential Veneer

CORSICA
in Rift White Oak Veneer

SOLANO
in Bamboo Veneer

HANA
in Carbonized Bamboo Plywood

LANAI
in Bamboo Plywood
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Your authorized Canyon 
Creek distributor can give 
you more details on the 
door styles, woods and 
materials found in each 
cabinet line.

*Copenhagen is also offered painted on HDF 
high density fiberboard (see back cover)

Hana & Lanai are 3-ply doors made from multiple pieces of bamboo, giving the edges a unique look

Top Row: MIL ONLY

Styles at right offered 
in both COR & MIL

Once you have an idea of what you like, make sure you see a sample door in the style, species and finish you’ve chosen. 
You’ll want to verify that the combination meets your expectations and looks great in your home’s unique lighting.

Be sure to  
get a sample



Thermofoil & Laminate
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To see how a specific door style looks in a room, visit canyoncreek.com. Enter the name of the door style you’re  
considering in the search box (at the upper right corner of any page) to see all of the photos we have of that door.

See more on
our website

SILHOUETTE Crème TUSCANY White LANCASTER WhiteWINTERHAVEN White

Thermofoil  

An easy-care 
surface in bright 
white or soft crème, 
thermofoils are an 
excellent choice for 
the laundry room or 
child’s bathroom.

COR | Lancaster in White

Low-Pressure Laminate 
Durable, colorful cabinetry for the craft 
room, playroom or garden-style retreat

ALPINE

GLACIER BAY White WINTERSET White
Glacier Bay and Winterset include Roman & Cathedral arched options

MIL | Alpine in White w/Maple
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Lanai & Nova
MIL | Lanai in Carbonized Bamboo

MIL |Nova in Maple

Flat panel, or slab doors are a hallmark of 
mid-century design, and continue to define 
contemporary spaces. We offer these styles 
in a wide range of wood species, so you can 
let the beautiful grain of sapele, cherry or 
hickory take center stage. Woods like maple, 
beech or rift white oak will provide a more 
subtle visual texture to allow the function of 
the space or a great view stand out.

Styles that share the spotlight

Alpine is standard in 
White or Almond. 

Fashion Grey, shown 
at left, is one of 
eight upgrade colors 
available for Alpine.



Rosewood

Exotic Wood Veneers
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Whether you want a quiet design or a bold statement, exotic veneers offer a wide range of colors and grain patterns. We 
put a natural finish on each so that the full effect of the natural variations in color, texture and grain may be appreciated.

From mild  
to wild

MIL | Coronado in Wenge & American Red Gum

American Red GumZebrawood

Coronado is a 
vertical grain 

slab door in all 
of the species 

shown at right

Avalon is a  
horizontal grain 
slab door offered 
in zebrawood  
and wenge

English SycamoreZebrawood

WengeAmerican Red Gum

Qrtrd Cherry

MIL
ONLY(   )

Add a custom touch to any Millennia design with aluminum base structures. With low, single level styles to double  
and triple heights, you can create a truly unique island, oven base or even vanity–and they come pre-assembled!

Elevate your
designs

Qrtrd Walnut

American Red Gum 

Qrtrd Cherry

Rosewood

Quartered Cherry vertical stiles:

Am. Red Gum 

Eng. Sycamore

Zebrawood

Quartered Walnut vertical stiles:

Am. Red Gum 

Wenge vertical stiles:

Bamboo

Strata is a 3-piece door with vertical grain “stiles” and a horizontal grain 
center panel. Strata is available in the combinations shown here.
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MIL | Coronado in English Sycamore
          Strata in Walnut w/English Sycamore



Metals
Available open; with clear, 

reeded and satin tempered 
glass, or acrylic panels installed

S01G
Open for Glass

ALUMINUM DOORS STAINLESS STEEL DOORS

S02G
Open for Glass

AO1
Natural w/Moire Acrylic

AO3
Brushed Steel w/Satin Glass

MIL
ONLY(   )
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High tech stainless steel and versatile, urban aluminum are great for creating focal points in a design. Put a few key pieces 
around the kitchen sink, flanking a window, or go all-out with metal doors and trim on the powder room vanity.

Accent your 
designs

S02 
5-Piece

S01 
Slab

SO1 and SO2 stainless steel doors may be ordered  
open for glass or with acrylic panels installed

MIL | Fahrenheit in Blue HG foil    
           with A03 aluminum doors
           and stainless drawer fronts

Styles on pages 28 - 35 are offered in Millennia onlyGreenlam 
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Greenlam is a Greenguard-certified laminate that supports healthy indoor air by emitting virtually no formaldehyde. We 
use an NAUF particleboard substrate (No Added Urea Formaldehyde), so the beauty of Greenlam is more than skin deep.

For a healthy, 
colorful home

MIL | Towson in Thai Almond Silk and Natural Olive

Brooks Walnut Grey Cocoa

Greenlam is offered on Towson

Oak

Ironside Oak

Antique Oak

Zebrano

Douglas Fir

Tan Silk

Fusion Maple

Phillippine Teak

Red

Pista

Mud Ash

Thai Fauna Silk

Grey Raft

Natural Olive

ZebraWood

Real Ebony

Cinder

MIL
ONLY(   )

Wenge

Dark Grey



Our Surfaces collection is a carefully selected palette of materials, colors and textures that features some of the most 
popular wood alternatives on the market.  From shiny High Gloss Foils and completely non-reflective Super Matte 
thermofoil to the unique wood grain look of  TSS, there is a perfect solution to your contemporary design challenge. 

The Curated  
Surfaces Collection
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Corson (Vertical Grain) & 
Tiburon (Horizontal Grain)

A unique alternative to  
natural wood, our slab  
Thermo Structured Surface 
(TSS) doors are available  
in the textured, wood  
grain patterns shown here.  

Curated Surfaces: TSS

MIL | Corson in Aspen Oak

MIL
ONLY(   )

Pairing Shaker style with a 
textured, wood-like finish 
creates a whole new type  
of design flexibility with the 
Pinnacle door. Mix these 
doors with paint, metal or 
high gloss foil for a stunning, 
contemporary look.
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TIBURON
in Driftwood

CORSON
in Doeskin

PINNACLE
in Aspen Oak

Aspen Oak Chestnut

Cypress Doeskin

Vineyard Oak Driftwood

French Grey Gunsmoke

Whitesand Pearl

Textured White

Doeskin Vineyard Oak French Grey Whitesand

TSS: Pinnacle

MIL |  Pinnacle in Vineyard Oak/Palermo in White HG Foil



Curated Surfaces: Super Matte MIL
ONLY(   )

APEX
in Navy

MAESTRO
in Slate

MIL | Apex in Haze/Maestro in Black

The exceptionally low sheen on this unique material is ideally suited for contemporary 
designs. Here, Super Matte cabinets mix with high gloss tile and countertops. The five 
colors in our offering would also pair well with woods, high gloss options and metal.

Ditch the 
gloss...
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Haze White Black

Additional Colors

Curated Surfaces: HG Acrylic & Foil

SIENA
in White HG Foil

FAHRENHEIT
in Blue HG Acrylic

MIL
ONLY(   )
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Create an ultra-contemporary kitchen with High Gloss (HG) Acrylic & Foil selections for Millennia frameless cabinetry. From 
solid colors to options with subtle textures and striations, there’s a style for any design. HG doors combine well with wood, 
metal, Greenlam, TSS or Super Mattes for a truly personalized look.

Clean, crisp  
and modern

PALERMO 
in Striated Flint HG Foil

Black Acrylic & FoilBlue Acrylic

Dark Grey Acrylic

Fossil Grey Foil

Silver FoilStriated Flint FoilWhite Acrylic & Foil

MIL | Fahrenheit with Beech

Acrylic colors offered 
on Fahrenheit; Foil 
colors available with 
Siena and Palermo
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PalermoSiena
MIL | Siena in White, Fossil Grey & Striated Flint HG

MIL | Palermo in White HG with Metal doors



1st KCMA Environmental Stewardship Program Participant  
EPA Evergreen Award Recipient  |  ISO 9001 Certified
MBA Built Green Member  |  Clean Idle Certified Fleet

CORMIL-BROCHURE
Price $2.00

16726 Tye St SE
Monroe, WA 98272

P: 800-228-1830
F: 800-787-0131

www.canyoncreek.com

Bringing the art of fine cabinetry home...

Printed on recycled stock

MIL | Copenhagen in painted HDF with Cherry accents and stainless floating shelves


